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NEWS AND NOTICES

SEVENTY YEARS OF PROFESSOR JAN MAŘÍK
KAREL KARTÁK, JosEF KRÁL, JiŘí MATYSKA, Praha

November 12 is the birthday ofone ofthe most prominent Czech mathematicians,
Professor Jan Mařík. He was born in 1920 at Užhorod in Subcarpathian Ukraine,
which was then part of Czechoslovakia. His father worked there temporarily in the
civil service. In 1923 the family moved to Prague. After the final examination at the
secondary school in 1939, J. Mařík was admitted to the Faculty of Electrical Engi

neering, Czech Technical University. However, Czech institutions ofhigher education
were soon closed by the Nazis, and Mařík had to changejob several times, eventually
being sent to forced labour ('Totaleinsatz") to a factory in Steyr (Austria). In April
1945 he fled illegally to Bohemia and immediately after the end of World War II
started to study Mathematics and Physics at Charles University. After graduating
from the University, J. Mařík was for two years Assistant Professor at the Czech
Technical University, then he joined the Mathematical Institute of the Czechoslovak
Academy of Sciences as a research student (Aspirant), and in 1953 became member
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of staff of the Department of Mathematics of the Faculty of Mathematics and
Physics, Charles University. He received the degrees of RNDr. in 1949, CSc. (Can
didate of Science) in 1955 and DrSc. in 1960. He was appointed Associated Professor
in 1955, Full Professor 1960.
The fall of 1966 he spent in Denmark as a visiting professor at Aarhus University.
In 1969 he left Czechoslovakia with an official permission to stay one year at
Michigan State University. He arrived at East Lansing with his wife and daughter
in September 1969, and in October he was warned by the Czechoslovak Embassy
that he would have to return to Czechoslovakia before end of November. (This was
a consequence of the 1968 invasion of Czechoslovakia and of the so called "nor
malization process".)Underthe circumstances he chose to accept the tenure as Full
Professor at MSU offered to him. He has been with MSU ever since, and in 1977
became the U.S. citizen.
During the period of 1957 — 1970, J. Mařík was Chief Editor ofthe Czechoslovak
Mathematical Journal. With proverbial thoroughness he študied all submitted
manuscripts; his deep analysis often resulted in new papers arising from the original
ones by essential amendments and thorough revision. Since 1982, Mařík has been
one of the two Managing Editors of the journal Real Analysis Exchange (RAE).
Being affraid not to cause any difficulties to contributors from Czechoslovakia he
used in this connection an assumed name ofJohn Marshall. Only after the favourable
recent developments in Czechoslovakia his true name has appeared in the Journal.
Prof. Mařík has lectured at a number of universities in the USA and Canada.
Almost every year he has taken part in the Symposia ofthe group "Real Analysis";
reports on his lectures have been published in RAE. The richness of scientific in
terests of J. Mařík is remarkable and covers problemsfrom algebrathroughtopology
to real analysis, the centre of his activity being naturally the last one of the domains
mentioned.Eventherethelistofhispublications includes items from mutually
distant domains, e.g. differential equations, theory of measure and integral, and
functional analysis. Lately he has systematically studied the derivatives of real
functions and achieved a number of original results in the field.
A deep mark was left in the Czech mathematical community by Marik's teaching
activities from before 1969; these activities formed the basis for later successful
research in real analysis, measure theory and theory of potential in Czechoslovakia.
Prof. Mařík not only educated his students in Mathematics but, by his personal
example, helped to form their character. His integrity and absolute honesity in rela
tion to the others as well as to himself have been well known. Frequently these
features of his character were manifested in situations which were not entirely free
of possible conflicts or unpleasant consequences, and in which he was able to for
mulate and defend his opinion openly and regardless of complications he might
have caused to himself.
Last but not least, let us mention that J. Mařík is an excellent dancer, good tennis
player, and that he had invented his own bridge bidding system.
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On behalf of his numerous friends and students, we extend to Jan Mařík our
wishes of firm health, good humour and unceasing energy which he has till now
retained in all situations and in admirable measure.

LIST OF PUBLICATIONS OF PROFESSOR JAN MAŘÍK
(Notation: ČPM - Časopis pro pěstování matematiky, CSMJ - Czechoslovak Mathematical
Journal, RAE - Real Analysis Exchange)
[I] La réductibilité du determinant ayant les indéterminées pour éléments, si Г on le considère
comme un polynome sur un anneau commutatif, Acta facultatis rerum naturalium universitatis Carolinae, 1949, 191.
[2] Překlad grupy do její podgrupy (Die Verlagerung in eine Untergruppe), ČPM 76 (1951),
23-24.
[3] Lebesgueův integrál v abstraktních prostorech (The Lebesgue integral in abstract spaces);
CPM75(1951), 175-194.
[4] Základy teorie integrálu v Euklidových prostorech (Foundations of the theory of integration
in Euclidean spaces), ČPM 77 (1952), 1 - 5 1 , 125-145, 2 6 7 - 3 0 1 .
[5] Vrcholy jednotkové kouie v prostoru funkcionál na daném polouspořádaném prostoru
(Extreme points of the unit sphere in the space of functionals on a given linear lattice),
ČPM 79 (1954).
[6] Predstavlenie funkcionala v vide integrala (La representation d'une fonctionelle par une
intégrale), CSMJ 5(80), 1955, 467-487.
[7] Transformation ofm-dimensional Lebesgue integrals, CSMJ 6(81), 1956, 1956—216.
[8] Poznámka o řídkých množinách v Em (A note on non-dense sets in Em), ČPM 81 (1956),
337-341.
[9] Zametka k teorii poverchnostnogo integrala (Bemerkungen zur Theorie des Oberflächen
integrals), CSMJ 6(81), 1956, 387-400.
[10] Baireova a Borelova mira (The Baire and Borel measure), CPM 81 (1956), 431—450 and
CMJ, 7(82), 1957, 248-253.
[II] The surface integral, CSMJ 6(81), 1956, 522-558.
[12] Les fonctionnelles sur l'ensemble des fonctions continues bornées définies dans un espace
topologique, Studia math. XVI, 1957, 86—94.
[13] Preobrazovanie odnomernych integralov (La transformation des integrales simples),
CPM#2(1957),93-98.
[14] (with / . Krát) Der Greensche Satz, CSMJ 7(82), 1957, 235-237.
[15] Poznámka o délce Jordanovy křivky (Eine Bemerkung über die LängeeinerJordanschen
Kurve), ČPM 83 (1958), 9 1 - 9 6 .
[16] Eine Bemerkung über elliptische Differentialgleichungen, CSMJ 8(83), 1958, 246-250.
[17] On Pseudo-compact spaces, Proc. Japan Acad., 35 (1959), 120—121.
[18] (with V. Pták) Norms, spectra and combinatorial properties of matrices, CSMJ 10(85),
1960, 181-196.
[19] (with M. Ráb) Asymptotische Eigenschaften von Lösungen der Differentialgleichung y" —
= A(x),y im nichfoszillatorischen Fall, CMJ 10(85), 1960, 501-532.
[20] Uneigentliche mehrfache Integrale, Wiss. Zeitschrift der Humboldt-Univ. Berlin, Math.-nat.
R.*(1961),413-414.
[21] (with M. Ráb) Nichtoszillatorische lineare Differentialgleichungen 2. Ordnung, CSMJ
13(88), 1963,208-225.
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[22] O polynomech, které mají jen reálné kořeny (Über Polynome, deren sämtliche Wurzeln
reell sind), ČPM 89 (1964), 5 - 9 .
[23] O reálných polynomech 4. stupně (On real biquadratic polynomials), ČPM 90 (1965),
33-42.
[24] (with / . Král) Integrace podle Hausdorffovy míry r a hladké ploše (Intergration with
respect to the Hausdorff measure over a smooth surface), ČPM 89 (1964), 433—488.
[25] (with J. Holeč) Continuous additive mappings, CSMJ 15(90), 1965, 237—243.
[26] Extensions ofadditive mappings, CSMJ 15(90), 1965, 244—252.
[27] (with K. Karták) A non-absolutely convergent integral in Em and the theorem of Gauss,
CSMJ 15(90), 1965, 253-260.
[28] (with / . Matyskd) On a generalization of the Lebesgue integral in Em, CSMJ 15(90), 1965,
261-269.
[29] (with K. Karták) On representations of some Perron integrable functions, CSMJ 19(94),
1969,745-749.
[30] On generalized derivatives, RAE, Vol. 3, No. 2, 1977-78, 8 7 - 9 2 .
[31] Linear differential equations ofsecond order with discontinuous coefficients, RAE, Vol. 5,
No.2, 1979-80,274-284.
[32] (with S. J. Agronsky, R. Biskner and A. M. Bruckner) Representation of functions by de
rivatives, Transactions of the AMS, Vol. 263, No. 2, 1981, 493—500.
[33] On a space of functions representable by derivatives, RAE, Vol. 7, No. 1, 1981 — 82,
135-148.
[34] Multipliers ofsummable derivatives, RAE, Vol. 8, No. 2, 1982—83, 486-493.
[35] Some properties of multipliers of summable derivatives, RAE, Vol. 9, No. 1, 1983—84,
251-257.
[36] Multiplieres ofnon-negative derivatives, RAE, Vol. 9, No. 1, 1983—84, 258—272.
[37] (with C. E. Weit) Products of power of nonnegative derivatives, Transactions of the AMS,
Vol. 276, No. 1, 1983, 361-373.
[38] Derivatives and closed sets, Acta Math. Hung. 43 (1 — 2) (1984), 25—29.
[39] (with A. M. Bruckner and C. E. Weil) Baire one, null functions, Contemporary Mathematics,
VoL42, 1 9 8 5 , 2 9 - 4 1 .
[40] Transformation and multiplication of derivatives, Contemporary Mathematics, Vol. 42,
1985, 119-134.
[41] (with A M. Bruckner and C. E. Weil) Some aspects of products of derivatives, to appear
in the American Mathematical Monthly.
[42] (with C. E. Weir) Sums of powers of derivatives, to appear in the Proceedings of the AMS.
[43] (with / . Georgiou) On a class of orthogonal series, Analysis Mathematica, 16, (1990), 11 — 25.
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Multipliers ofvarious classes of derivatives, RAE, Vol. 9, No. 1, 1983—84, 141—145.
Multiplication and transformation of derivatives, RAE, Vol. 9, No. 2, 1983—84, 313—316.
Characteristic functions that are products of derivatives, RAE, Vol. 12, No. 1, 1986—87,
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[6] (with C. E. WeiP) Sums of powers of derivatives, RAE, Vol. 13, No. 1987-88, 180-182.
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